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Company: NPSG Global

Location: United Kingdom

Category: other-general

Inventory Manager |Mechanical and Electrical, Automation

NPSG Europe provides premium project delivery solutions to our customers through our

diverse people and partners, within the emerging sector of e-fulfilment warehouse

implementation. We are committed to providing a flawless execution, driven by our focus

on the customer, process, innovation and high performing teams.

Due to our continued success we are expanding our Automation division, specialising

in installation, integration and fit out projects , with a M&E bias and a particular focus on

material handling solutions. 

As an Inventory (Logistics) Manager you will play a vital role, working within a multi-

disciplinary project team to execute the scope of projects working within a 24x7

warehouse/logistics live construction environment - responsible for overall material

movement and inventory control activities which support production, coordinating high

volumes of incoming materials, in a fast-paced environment.

This opportunity is site-based, the role holder will be expected to travel across Europe

to support project demands, with accommodation and travel arranged and provided by

NPSG, so accessibility to a major international airport is preferred, candidates must also

hold a valid European driving licence. Please apply with a CV in English to be

considered.

Key responsibilities include:

Scheduling of team, layout/ site map, inventory accuracy, safety, housekeeping and provision of

Oracle training
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Directing daily activities of Material Handlers, Inventory Coordinators and Receiving Clerks

Ensuring that all NPSG, client and general contractor health, safety and environmental

policies and processes are complied with and that the health and safety of the entire team

as well as visitors to the site is prioritised

Improving overall material movement and planning

Preparing/Maintaining material movement paperwork, including UPS

Labelling of all received products with Quality Control department and transferring shipments to

storage locations

Maintaining an organised inventory and devising ways to optimise inventory management

and control procedures and processes

Inventory management and control; data input of all received and shipped products

Providing Root Cause Analysis for inventory discrepancies and developing and implementing 

Ensuring effective inventory control processes are in place for all new equipment and

materials for the site

Overseeing forklift drivers, ensuring the highest level of safety adherence

Skills and Experience required:

Relevant vocational qualification required but not mandatory, preferably in supply chain

management or materials planning management

Excellent knowledge of Excel

Able to communicate in written and spoken English

Currently operating within an Inventory/Logistics Manager role or similar position with a

minimum 3 years’ experience – this will be in a high volume change driven environment –

coordinating huge volumes of incoming materials

Strong relevant knowledge of Health, Safety and Environmental requirements

Forklift Operator license preferred 



This is a client facing environment, so you must be a strong communicator with proven

leadership skills and a history of stakeholder management 

NPSG Europe are committed to promoting equal opportunities for all employees and

candidates, supporting a diverse, safe and inclusive environment for all. We believe

everyone has the potential to succeed. We encourage applications from all candidates

even if you don't meet all the experience criteria.
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